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microsoft encarta kids 2007's big, bright images invite you to wander. the
science section's environment page, for instance, shows 28 pictures from acid
rain to the water cycle. the rival britannica 2007, by contrast, may be too text
heavy to tempt visual learners with short attention spans. however, encarta kids
could be even more intuitive, when you zero in on a topic, such as the ecosystem
menu's sahara desert, the picture of a dune links nowhere. the read article
button in the corner just sent us back to a write-up about ecosystems in general.
encarta for kids' articles are more descriptive than those of britannica
elementary--more like features writing than hard news style. for example, the
storytelling approach for an entry on fossils begins: wading in chilly water under
a seaside cliff, you spot an odd piece of rock. other goodies include world atlas's
political, physical, and statistical views, as well as satellite imagery of the planet
by night and day. but encarta doesn't offer the equivalent of britannica's
geoanalyzer for comparing countries' statistics, although you can use encarta's
customizer to fine-tune views of places. a dictionary and thesaurus are
embedded within encarta, but make sure to install the free macromedia
shockwave to check out world languages. encarta kids is the successor to
encarta (1993) and britannica (1994) and is microsoft's flagship program for kids.
this multimedia encyclopedia for children uses kid-friendly cartoon characters
and a clean, easy-to-navigate interface. encarta kids includes all features of the
encarta family of products and is designed to help kids better understand the
world around them. encarta kids includes the following: the world's most
comprehensive interactive encyclopedia the best web-based reference library
the coolest kids web site: encarta kids online!
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encarta's image viewer is among the best we've ever encountered. it has enough
tools to make it the primary image viewer for most tasks. you can adjust the

brightness, contrast, and hue, and you can rotate the image for the best viewing
angle. rotating the image the other way will crop the image so that you see the
whole picture in a standard widescreen view. as for simplicity, encarta's controls
are the simplest we've ever seen. the main window has a toolbar on the top and
a small toolbar on the bottom. a drop-down menu is in the middle. you click on a
menu item to bring up the submenu. by clicking on a submenu item, you jump to
the next menu. we appreciated the way encarta kids tackles the problem of the
missing thumbnail. encarta kids marks the missing thumbnails with a little red

block. it even indicates which thumbnail is missing. however, it's not a
straightforward way to see which one, but it's a lot easier than looking up the
missing thumbnail in the original file in your image editor. of all the children's
applications we tested, encarta kids has the best search capabilities. it does a
great job of sorting the results so that you don't have to do any browsing. we

found the search results to be quite complete. most importantly, you can easily
find the images of that particular item in the gallery. two features that aren't in
the basic encarta kids app are available on a separate tab in the encarta kids
website. one is a "magic show" that displays a series of images in a random
order that apparently is "magic." we never figured out how to get the magic

show to work, though. 5ec8ef588b
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